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Kenzo Tribouillard/AFP/Getty Images Studios has been trying to turn Stephen King's epic The Dark Tower series into either movies or a TV series for years. With Game of Thrones being so massively popular and having little competition in terms of a high-quality, dark fantasy series, now is as good a time as any for
producers to return to The Dark Tower, which would appeal to the same fans as the aforementioned HBO hit if well adapted. Deadline reports that Nikolaj Arcel, the director of the Swedish girl with the Dragon Tattoo films, has been used to direct what is planned as a film series with a complementary TV show for the
eight novels spanning over 4000 pages. The Dark Tower novels have much in common with a Song of Ice and Fire series by George R.R. Martin that the show Game of Thrones is based on. Both are set in dark magical worlds with warring feudal societies. The studios' plans for both movies and a TV show based on The
Dark Tower suggest that they go massive in terms of scope here, similar to Game of Thrones as well. That HBO show is one of the most cinematic ever to air on TV and it's huge production value has paid off in some of the highest ratings on TV as well as one of the most dedicated fanbases. The Dark Tower series



follows the journey of Roland Deschain, the last of a knight's order called The Gunslingers, on a quest to find the Dark Tower, which is said to be the center of all the universes. King's magical world includes elements of the American Old West and Deschain's character, also known simply as Gunslinger, influenced by the
nameless character Clint Eastwood would play in the old spaghetti westerns. The books are also influenced by Arthurian legend and JRR Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. Arcel is the best choice by Sony Pictures Entertainment and Media Rights Capital to direct, but negotiations with the Swedish helmer have not yet begun,
Deadline said. Arcel is apparently a great of the series and even learned English just so he could read The Dark Tower books in their native language. His knowledge of the material impressed the studios and Deadline said that showing that he could make a dark literary adaptation with Dragon Tattoo is a big plus for
Arcel. Those Swedish dragon tattoo film made a star out of Noomi Rapace and was received better than the American version from David Fincher. Dark Tower has been attacked and begins with its journey to the screen. Universal and Warner Bros. has owned the rights on various occasions with Russell Crowe and
Javier Bardem attached to the lead role on various points. With fans crazy for all things Game of Thrones, the timing couldn't be better to finally get this dark fantasy franchise off the ground. After nailing down a director, the team will need to find the perfect actor to play a kind of wizard cowboy in the series who could end
up with a legion of obsessed fans á la Game of Thrones if the studios play their cards right. Follow on Twitter @Jacqui_WSCS More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Friday December 18, 2020 7:50 PM PST by Joe RossignolWhile we are still many months away from the next generation iPhone 13 lineup, Barclays
analysts Blayne Curtis, Thomas O'Malley, Tim Long, and their associates have outlined some expectations for the devices based on discussions with several Apple suppliers. First of all, analysts said the iPhone 13 models can support Wi-Fi 6E, providing an opportunity for radio-frequency chipmaker ... The #1
Cryptocurrency Drama SerialThe Fiatland Empire is ruled with an Iron Fist by baron of RedShield. Many Kingdoms are part of the Empire. Dollar Kingdom is the most important but it is followed by a myriad of other kingdoms: Euro, Yuan, Yen, Pound ... All kingdoms have a private central bank from which all power
emerges. Baron of RedShield lives in his castle, b.i.s. Banking's all-seeing eye. Very few have reached the top and no one has ever spoken. The all-seeing power of B.I.S. has three subdivisions of Power. This power triathlete is called The Empire of the City:1. The City of State in charge of Money.2. Vathigan State in
charge of Ritual and lasts over steer.3. Columbia State in charge of the Army and secret agents. All three microstates are inside a larger city and all three are crowned with a white cathedral with a white dome. They all have their own guard and their own laws, different from those who rule the Kingdom they live in. Baron
RedShield, with his well-equipped army, his Secret Agent Soldiers, his economic Hit Mans and his team of media brainwashing opinion leaders have been installing Central Banking all over the world for centuries. From central banks he gets the source of his power: Fractional Reserve Banking, which is his ability to
create money out of nothing and lend it on interest. To make worthless paper fiat looks like valuable money he has been suppressing the price of real historical money (Gold and Silver) and forcing the population to use his Fiat paper money through taxation. In this way, he has enslaved the population and businesses
into endless paper debts. This endless creation of paper currency leads to an exponential growth in money supply, financial derivatives and debt that will cause an economic resounding and the greatest wealth transfer of history from ignorant masses to bankers.to be continued ...Bitcoin.orgBitcoin youtube infoHEX
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Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your personalized reading experience. A typical Presley concert in the 1970s was more like a series of rituals and ceremonies than a performance by a pure entertainer. Elvis made his grand entrance to Richard Strauss's Also sprach Zarathustra, popularly known as
Theme from 2001, charging into the spotlight as if powered by some supernatural power. He incorporated karate kicks and tai chi arabesques into his act as well as other dramatic postures. Elvis also mocked his 1950s sex-symbol image by exaggerating pelvic thrusts and sexual posing by his old performing style, while
joking about the old days. A remarkable part of his act was to wipe the sweat from his forehead with his scarf or a towel then throw it into the crowd. This gesture became so popular that dozens of white towels were held in the wings for Elvis to throw to fans at frequent intervals. Although Elvis' immense popularity forced
him to live a distant life separated from the public, his action on stage gave the illusion of intimacy. His report with his audience was based on treating them like old friends or an extended family. Much interaction occurred between Elvis and the audience, such as the exchange of gifts. Elvis threw towels and flowers into
the audience; fans returned the gesture by throwing underwear, hotel keys, teddy bears, bouquets and other memories. In fact, every time Elvis played Las Vegas, the hotel stored fresh underwear in the toilets because the women tossed their underwear on stage while he performed. Elvis kissed, hugged and held hands
with many of the women in the audience. They lined up just below the stage, as a receiving line for royalty, waiting to be blessed by the king's touch. The audience expected Elvis to sing specific songs and perform familiar moves, and he always fulfilled his expectations. This kind of interaction can be traced back to Elvis'
early career, when the audience became hysterical at his gyrations and performing style. Even then, Elvis showed an uncanny instinct to know what fans wanted to see and hear. He teased them with some hip and leg movements, they responded, and then he cut loose and tossed out specific members of the audience
to interact with. This phenomenon was mutual in nature and created a strong bond between artist and audience. If Elvis fans were unusually loyal and demonstrative throughout his career, this interactive aspect of his act – from the beginning of his career to the end – was partly responsible. If there is a symbol that has
come to represent this period of Elvis' career, it is bejeweled jumpsuit. As Elvis launched every new tour or Las Vegas appearance, his jumpsuits became more advanced. Sometimes accompanied by a waist-length or floor-length cape, these costumes were decorated with real gems, jewels and semi-precious stones.
With the addition of chains and the clothes could weigh as much as 30 pounds. Later costumes were emblazoned with some symbols that had some significance for Elvis, including eagles, karate emblems, tigers or sundials. Fans refer to these costumes by name, such as the Mexican Sundial, The King of Spades,
Rainbow Swirl, American Eagle, Red Flower, Gypsy, and Dragon. They can identify specific tours and appearances of costumes Elvis wore. Elvis' repertoire of songs varied after the early 1970s, but his musical style and the format of his action did not change. Fans like to find parallels between Elvis' private life and the
songs he chose to sing at certain points in his career. Around 1972, when Elvis and Priscilla had marital problems, he included Always on My Mind and You Gave Me a Mountain, two songs about the trials and tribulations of life and love. The following year, Elvis included My Way in his act. Paul Anka wrote this powerful
song's lyrics, which are about a man who reflects back on his life as death approaches, with Frank Sinatra in mind. Still, the song became a personal anthem for Elvis, one that seemed to explain his eccentric lifestyle and larger-than-life image. However, a single by Elvis was not released until June 1977. In 1971, country
songwriter Mickey Newbury put together a unique arrangement of three 19th-century songs that he recorded and released as An American Trilogy. Elvis heard the record and immediately incorporated Medley into his act. This piece has become so associated with Elvis Presley that it's hard to imagine anyone else
performing it with the same showstopping fervor that Elvis put in it. A combination of Dixie, The Battle Hymn of the Republic, and the spiritual All my trials, the songs reflect Elvis' patriotism, his religious beliefs, and his deep affection for his native South. A Vegas-style comedian always opened Elvis concerts, even when
he was on his way. Rock music aficionados were dismayed by the old-fashioned routines and stale jokes of these stand-up comics, especially since this era saw the emergence of a new, more hip generation of comedians with socially relevant material. But even when he was on the cutting edge of rock 'n' roll in 1956
and 1957, Elvis always toured with an oddball assortment of vaudeville-flavored acts dug up by the Colonel. Therefore, it seems only natural that the Colonel would hire this kind of dressing when Elvis returned to live performances in the 1970s. Elvis and the Colonel were used to this kind of show business act, and
humor went over well in Vegas. Sammy Shore opened for Elvis in the early 1970s, and Jackie Kahane made awards after 1972. Kahane's responsibilities included announcing, Ladies and Gentlemen, Elvis has left the building, at the end of each performance. Elvis rarely performed an encore, although many times the
audience left after the final number, hoping Elvis would respond thundering applause and return for one last song. To avoid problems with overzealous fans, Elvis always ran backstage immediately after the last song, often while the band was still playing, and rushed into a car waiting for the stage door. Kahane's
announcement let the audience know it was really time to leave. Despite the predictability of Elvis' live performances in the 1970s, there were still many highlights. On June 9-11, 1972, Elvis played Madison Square Garden in New York City. This was his first performance live in New York. All four shows sold out well in
advance. A total of 80,000 people attended, including David Bowie, Bob Dylan, George Harrison and John Lennon. But Elvis and his management team feared that sophisticated New York critics wouldn't like his Las Vegas-style show. At the premiere, Elvis was decorated in one of his bejeweled jumpsuits and a gold-
lined cape. He wore a giant belt emblazoned with The World Champion Entertainer, in case the critics didn't know who they were dealing with. Throughout the show, especially when he sang his old songs, Elvis kept an ironic distance from his audience. Sometimes he couldn't resist jokes about his former image. At the
beginning of Hound Dog, for example, Elvis dramatically dropped down to one knee, and then said, Oh, excuse me, and switched to the other knee. During the New York engagement, Elvis appeared to be in peak physical condition. His voice was strong and clear, and he sang a variety of old and new songs with drama
and emotion. Most of the New York critics were enthusiastic. RCA recorded all four performances at the Garden for an album titled Elvis recorded at Madison Square Garden. They mixed the songs, printed the records and had the albums in stores in less than two weeks. In addition to concert recordings, two
documentaries - Elvis on the Tour and Elvis: That's the Way It Is - followed the action as entertainers toured. See the next episode to learn more about these documentaries about the King. For more fascinating information about Elvis Presley, see: see:
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